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Packaging of profiles
At Pandolfo Alluminio factories, profiles are wrapped
and packed for shipment both automatically using
modern robotized systems, and manually, by specially
trained personnel.

Coverings
The sides of the pack are wrapped with polythene before shipment, to protect against rubbing and scraping contact that
could occur in handling.

Main elements of packaging

Dimensions (mm)
W Width
H Height
L Length
Weight

Standard 570
Standard 550
Standard from 5000
Standard from 5000
Maximum 1000 Kg

maximum 680
maximum 550
to 8000 (untreated profiles)
to 7200 (treated profiles)

Strapping with metal or
plastic bands and wooden
battens
The assembled pack is secured
with two or more strapping
bands of metal or plastic material. Wooden battens are located between the straps and the
profiles, on the top and bottom
faces of the pack. The battens
fitted to the side faces of the
pack are grooved, and designed
to give shape and protection.

L
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Blocks
(optional)

Cardboard angles and cardboard base (optional)

Base frame
(optional)

Designed to allow easy insertion
of lift forks, these blocks measure 80x80 mm and are provided
on request.
Distance between centres
3400 mm.

The pack can be fitted with bottom cardboard angles and a
cardboard base sheet for ease
of handling with a fork lift, and
for added protection. There is
also the option of top cardboard angles and a cardboard
top cover sheet.

A base made of wooden boards
and battens, recommended for
packs of profiles having limited
rigidity. The addition of a base
frame is agreed specifically
beforehand.

Packaging with no interlayer protection

Polythene between layers

Polythene between bundles

Untreated profiles with no particular protection requirements.

Untreated or treated profiles
requiring partial protection.

Profiles requiring high levels of
protection (e.g. “decorative” class)*.

Minimal Protection
Moderate Cost

Medium Protection
Medium Cost

Good Protection
Medium Cost

Bundle spiral-wrapped in
polythene or paper

Bundles spiral-wrapped in
polythene or paper with
polythene interlayer

Strips between layers

Untreated or treated profiles
requiring high levels of protection.
This kind of packaging facilitates
operations that may be carried
out on the entire bundle, and
ensures continued protection
even of partly opened packs.

Untreated or treated profiles
requiring particularly high levels
of protection. This kind of packaging facilitates operations that may
be carried out on the entire bundle, and ensures continued protection even of partly opened packs.

In the case of certain profile
geometries, the stability of the
pack can be increased by locating cardboard strips or wooden laths between the layers.

Optimum Protection
Appreciable Cost

Maximum Protection
High Cost

Good Protection
Medium Cost
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It is essential that profiles are protected during transport and handling, in order to prevent
damage that could adversely affect their functional efficiency and appearance. The level of
this protection is linked to the final application of the profiles. The higher the visual quality
required in use, the greater the protection needed, and consequently the higher the costs
involved in terms both of material and of preparation time. The design of the best packaging
solution is therefore an important factor, taking into account the geometry of the product
and the visual, functional and economic requirements specified by the customer, which must be
an integral part of the project from the very earliest stages.
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Protection of profiles

(*) Classification as in EN12373-1
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Typical packaging solutions
Illustrated below, by way of example, are certain of the
pack configurations most commonly used for profiles
several metres in length. Other configurations are
possible, utilizing different combinations of the
various packaging elements.

34_11
Imballo
Spiral wrapped crepe
paper
Cardboard strips
between layers
Pack
Two straps
Top and bottom
battens

42_11
Packaging
Polythene between
bundles
Pack
Two straps
Top and bottom battens

4

Pack
Four straps
Top and side battens
Blocks
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Packaging
Polythene between
bundles
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43_62

42_43
Packaging
Spiral wrapped
polythene
Cardboard strips
between layers
Pack
Four straps
Top and side battens
Bottom angles
Blocks

43_68
Packaging
Polythene between
bundles
Cardboard strips
between layers
Pack
Four straps
Top and side battens
Blocks
Base frame
Blocks

Special packaging
Pandolfo Alluminio can also cater for specific packaging needs, preparing and providing
customized solutions by prior agreement with the customer.
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packaging for processed components
The nature of packaging for processed items is particularly dependent on size and type.
This being the case, packaging constitutes an integral part of the design procedure and must
be evaluated for each single item.
Surfaces exposed to view can be separated from one another when necessary to ensure that
surfaces are protected; this is done normally by interposing cardboard strips, or sheets of
nylon or tissue paper. Illustrated below are a number of typical packaging solutions for
processed components, as used at Pandolfo Alluminio production sites.

Pallets

Boxes on pallets

Components are arranged on pallets
and wrapped in polythene sheeting.
Angles are fitted to the outer corner edges, and the entire pack is made
secure with two or more straps.
If requested, and depending on the
type of product, packs can also be
made stackable.

Components are arranged with suitable protective packaging in cardboard boxes, which are then positioned on the pallet and overwrapped
in polythene. The pack is completed
with angles and straps.
This type of packaging is suitable
for small size components.

Crates

Special packaging

If requested, where material is to be
transported long distances and components are particularly delicate
and vulnerable, customized crates
can be designed and assembled.

Pandolfo Alluminio can also cater
for specific packaging needs, preparing and providing customized solutions by prior agreement with the
customer, or alternatively, using
the customer’s own packaging.
For further information or clarification, contact our sales office.
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Labelling is fundamentally important in providing correct information on goods for shipment.
Every pack or pallet despatched by Pandolfo Alluminio is marked with a label showing an individual
identification number, and all items of information required by company procedure.
The label shows essential shipment details: recipient and address / weight / number of pieces, etc.
Other information that can be added, if requested, includes the part number and order number
attributed by the customer, in order to facilitate swift and reliable identification of the material.
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Pack identification and traceability

Standard delivery times
The following table indicates our standard delivery times. The information is indicative, and
reflects a situation in which the factory is operating on a normal workload. The week is a
working week, not a calendar week.
Processed components

Profiles in straight lengths
Stock profiles

New profiles (sample production)

as-extruded
as-extruded, alloy to EN AW 6005/6082
with surface treatment

3-4 weeks
5 weeks
+1-2 weeks

as-extruded
with surface treatment

6-7 weeks
+2-3 weeks

Delivery times depend on the type and complexity of the
processing; accordingly, the number of weeks will be
calculated at the design and/or scheduling stage for
the article in question.

shipping and transport
Employing the services provided by a dependable network of carriers, whose efficiency and care
are monitored on a permanent basis, products are transported swiftly and safely to the premises
of the customer. Customers are kept promptly and regularly informed as regards the status and
location of goods in transit, so as to enable efficient and timely management of the material.

shipping documents
Consignment Note
As required by company procedures and current regulations, notably the CMR (convention on international
carriage of goods by road), all material despatched by Pandolfo Alluminio is accompanied by a consignment
note showing details of the material being shipped. The document is compiled and signed both by Pandolfo
Alluminio and by the appointed carrier. Goods in transit are insured against transport-related damage and
theft.
Shipping notification
Pandolfo Alluminio notifies the customer that
the shipment has been despatched, by fax or email, so as to facilitate preparations for taking
receipt of the material at the destination
address.
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quality documents
Where agreed with the customer and/or dictated by the nature of the material supplied,
Pandolfo Alluminio will prepare the appropriate
certificates, type 2.1 or type 3.1,in conformity
with EN 12204 standard, which are faxed or e-mailed to the customer at the time of despatching
the material.
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Standard transport times
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The map shows maximum delivery times (indicative)
that can be expected following departure of a
shipment from the premises of Pandolfo
Alluminio. The details shown refer to delivery
times for a fully laden goods vehicle.
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Via della Provvidenza, 143
35030 Sarmeola (PD) - ITALY
Tel. +39 049 822 6 000
Fax +39 049 822 6 050
www.pandolfoalluminio.com
info@pandolfoalluminio.com

italy - slovenia
Sales Office - Italy
Tel. +39 049 822 6 087
Fax +39 049 632 956
sales@pandolfoalluminio.com

all european and
extra-european customers
Sales Office - Export
Tel. +39 049 822 6 000
Fax +39 049 897 7 208
export@pandolfoalluminio.com

